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introduction

1"

-Background to the Lagos Plan of Action

1.
The application of inadequate development policies-to Africa has plunged
the continent into all sorts of imbalances; an impressive potential of practically

unexploited natural resources, increased investment, education, training and

employment requirements in the face of meagre.financial resources, flagrant and:
unjustified inequalities in the income between these modern and traditional
sectors especially fanning with the attendant ■ accelerated rural exodus, "
'■■.
serious and alarming gap between stagnation in the food production and
■
population growth in addition to the specific transport needs resulting from
(the enormous surface'area and widespread and scattered) population of the
continent. These imbalances reached critical and unbearable proportions early
in.the 1980s. Aware of this, the African Heads of States and Government were
convinced that it was not possible to overcome their without a radical change

m development' strategies and policies.

Thus, in April 198O, they adopted the

Lagos Plan of Action supported by the Monrovia; Strategy.

"I OF^HE1^^"051 T° THE BASIC PRINCIPLES AND TBE SECTORAL ORIENTATION
inteJLliaT10 PrlnCipleS °f the LPA which should be brought to light are
(a) Individual and collective self-reliance through the achievement of

an economic growth conceived as increase in the production of roods and

services tq satisfy the needs of the populations and the searcher

complementarity With other African countries in the field of production,
trade, money and finance, with, as corrollary the restructuring

of the individual and regional transport and communications systems;

(b) Widening and transformation of a national markets so as to integrate
the rural world where 80 per cent of the population live;

at reducing financial flows towards

prinoiPles b"e"r enumerated above, whioh

-

■
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4.
The measures indicated in the industrial sector aim at the creation over
the medium term of a solid basis for a self-sustaining industrialization -

process at the national and subregionai levels•

Priority should in particular

be accorded to local processing and upgrading of the raw materials of the
continent, to production of agricultural inputs (fertilizers, pesticides,
agricultural tools and machines), to the development of the essential '
intermediate and capital goods industries (especially building materials,
iron and steel, transport equipment), to the development of the different- forms
of cnorgy available in the continent and to the saticfaction of textile
requirements.

Snphasis Has also placed' on the creation of financial

institutions to promote industrial development}
medium—scale

the promotion of small and

industries and of entrepreneurs1 skills as well as i;hc encouragement

of subregionai and regional industrial co—operatidn, particularly the
strengthening and creation of subregionai and regional multinational industrial
institutions and the exchange of information on technical and financial
specifications as well as costs related to industrial projects carried out
with the help of the developed countries*,

5#

-

The achievement of. food self-sufficiency and the establishment of a solid

industrial basis call for a vigorous policy for the exploration and exploitation
of water, mineral and energy resources,

areas i-ihich were subjects of specific

orientations in the Lagos Plan of Action.

Attention -/as particularly given to'

the integration of the national resource development into the other national and multi
national development projects and the strengthening of national and multinational

institutions to ensure harmonization of national policies.
energy,

the following medium— and long—tern

Plan of Action:

In the field of

actions were recommended

(i) intensified prospecting for fossil fuels;

in the Lagos

(ii) the develop

ment of hydro—electric resources particularly the construction of low-voltage
hydro-electric plants

in rural areas and .the

joint exploitation of water projects;

(iii) development of ne-r and renewable sources of energy in particular, the
geothermal sources,

5.

ocean thermal energy and solar energy.

It was recommended in the Lagos Plan of Action that the development of human

resources and of scientific and technical skills be based on the needs of the
different sectoral* programme with priority being given to two main productive
sectors,: namely, food,' agriculture and industry as well as transport and
communications.

In this regard,

two points deserve special attention,

namely

choice of technologies and method of training at higher and technical levels.
In case,

the basic thrust of national economic development policies should be

directed towards sectors considered as

important- and lasting structures,

the nucleus of the transformation of

the technologies to be priviledged and

controlled should give priority to these sectors*

Moreover,

the. promotion of

qualified manpower, particularly at higher technical and professional levels,
should contribute primarily to the training of the staff capable:of exploiting
and transforming national natural resources into semi—finished and finished
goods.

7»

.

.

.

■

'.'

,

Another vital aspect of the Lagos Plan of Action is the crucial role of

transport and communications,

regional and regional markets.

particularly;

the widening

of national,

sub—

National policies on transport and communications

matters should also ensure a better co-ordination of the different modes of
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transport7 a Greater utilization of local material and human resources for the
realization of the transport infrastructure and equipment projects and the
promotion of national and multinational industries supplying transport equipments,
OF T:IE COIjFSHHMGS OF MINISTERS OH T-VS REALISATION

OF THE OBJECTS OF TH3 LPA

o,

T>.e Sight nesting of the African Ministers held at Tripoli in April-1982

examined in detail the orientations emerging from the basic principles and
sectoral measures referred'to above in the La,-os Plan of Action* It made A5

relevant recommendations for their implementation at national, subreGional and

regional levels and In other such key areas as; inter-alias

(i) planning;

(ii) collective anu.individual .self-reliance; (iii) development of natural

resourcec! (iv) deveiorxacnt of human resources;.^) agriculture and food;
(vi) industry and (vii) mobilization of financial resources.

9.
During the, Second Session of the Joint Conference of African Planners,
Statisticians and Deraograplaors , :the-ECA secretariat, within the framework of the
implementation .of the Substantial T-Jew Programs of Action (SNPA) in the

African Least Developed Countries (LDC)» submitted a document entitleds "Critical

analysis of the country presentations of the African Least Developed Countries
in the light of the La~oc Plan :of Action and the Final Act of La^os". That
study, although United solely to the programmes submitted by the African LDCs
to Paris Conference, and did not -Seal vith national development plans, was
,7ad;,e^ to oe positive and the Conference of Planners recommended that the
uor.: T--3 expanded to include national development plans prepared since the
aaopriozi of the Lagos Plan of Action, The recommendations of the Second Gession
oz hie joint Conference of African Planners, Gtaticticians and demographers
-as oasec on the fact that contrary to the proeraiameo of the African L^Cs which

:-rare chiefly oriented towards the search for financinG of priority projects

aunod at -aleviatinj considerably their pressing difficulties (such as food
production and economic infrastructures), the national development plans
appeared to cover a broad field of development together vith the medium and long-

■jor::^ p.-jectivos an-., related resources. Consequently, an analysis of the
development plans in anticipation for the implementation of the LaCos Plan of

Action should lead to a better .-osessnont of the lon^-term structural changes
en-TXGageG by the African countries „

10, Pursuant, to.tlie recon-nendation va undertook a critical analysis of the
Gcvelopmen-t policies recently implemented in Africa for consideration by the

ora Secsion of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and
..emoCra;jhera iw-April 15G4". That analysis, although confined to the small
numoor of national ?lans available to us?,to some extent, helped to assess
.ne progress raade in the desire of the African States to place their development

on new oases ^ich -,-juld enable them ensure a true self-reliant and selfsustmns dcvolopnento

/
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11. The general conclusion that emerged was that in fact, the main recommendations
of the'-eight'meeting of the frip61i Conference of Ministers had not been
implemented with determination- and the courage nseded to effect the structural
•*changes in Africa"as proposed intho LPA. The progress made in taking into
account the objective; and directive of the LPA in the current development
policies in Africa, is indeed very little. The current problems coupled Kith
ririd economic structureo have had dramatic consequences for almost all
the countries of the continents the effects of drought in 34 countries of
tl'2 region in addition to thoao of the world economic recession failed to
r-enerote the impetus ant' arouse the public awareness necessary to reverse

the trends noted in the early 80s* The search for solutions to the multiple
encrrency situations'which have somehow become permanent in Africa did not
only^lcad, in most caccc, to the strengthening of national solidarity, it
pIso, due to a spontaneous reflex to defend earlier policies, led to

corrections rather than changes in the concept and method of action since the
overt r-'scirc for a change was neither consistent with the means employed
ct~national level nor uith the principle of collective self-reliance at the
subregional and regional levels, In fact, the desire for a change emanated
fra-,1 internal and external demands and not from, the Lagos Plan of Action which
is still either little understood or not understood at all by those responsible
'for economic nanagemente This conclusion is based on the follo'-ing analysis
o^ie major points which were the subject of recommendations lay the eighth
meeting'of the Conference of Ministers hold in Tripoli
17.

AT- TTI3 NATICIIAL "L373L
A»

1?.,

"evelopiaent planning

indeed

.

it is a well"hnotfn fact that cue to the basic structures inherited

frosr. the colonialist era? most African economies depend on the outside
world for capital rooic, technology, intermediate goods, entrepreneurial
rccourcos, services, skilled manpower, foreign trade and finance. After.more
than two decades ox political independence, this dependence has worsened
.-considerably dua< mainly to the increasingly ir,pcrt?.nt role played by the

multinational corporations which control the production and marketing of the/
riain agricultural and mineral export commodities on which depend nearly all
African countries-j

13,

Thus, development plans still tend to per-petuate the outward oriented

character of the African economies, which continue to rely on primary products,

the quantity, quality and prices of which are determined by world requirements,
and which constitute the-real enclaves" or semi enclaves having little or
no links with the rest of the economy* Side by side with the semi-enclaved
sectors exists more often than not? a vast subsistence agricultural sector

hardly capable of satisfying both local demands and the needs of.processing
industries,

'

-

■

l/i., development plans also depend heavily on external financing and this
limits their scope and the possibilities of their effective implementation.

Indeed, not only*do the foreign donors, to c large extent, hold the key to

the execution of the plans, they also Vave the power to change the national
priorities set by the recioient governments by preferably directing their

fundo to projects which they consider more profitable6

Moreover, foreign capital
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has the tendency to turn aTiay from social veil bain.,3 generating investments

(economic and social infrastructures, food crops, essential manufacturing
industries, etc) and to concentrate on the promotion of activities that strengthen
the integration of African countries into the world economy, and hence increase
their dependence in tho context of the present international economic relations.

15*

Thus, not only is the real flow of resources towards the African countries

decreasing, it also contributes .less and lesc to Generating suf^icWt
firowth needed to allow anong other things for the repayment of external debts.
In fact, this flow of resources is designed to pay for property rights
over imported and often unsuitable technologies, or to ensure debt servicing

cr to import weapons or other military equipment, or still to import foodstuffs.

The result is a worsening debt situation of African countries which, eouDled
with their meagre growth, has led to financial imbalances in many African
councries characterized by serious balance of payments and oublic finance

aexiczts.

16._ These budget and balance of paynents deficits have thus made many
/.frxcan countries to focus their attention exclusively to formulating and

re^v
rS
S° °alled Gtructoal -ljustaents or economic and financial
recovery programmes generally with the help of such multilateral financing
institutions aS the Tforld Bank and the International Monetary Pu^Whese

programn.es generally aim at curbing demands particularly through strict budget

ana import control policies. The African countries which embark on tte
implementation of such programmes thus hope to vin the confidence o-' tho

g

aonors who jaay agree to the rescheduling of their external debts or"to' the
granting of additional financial resources. These programmes seldom relate

l^ri ^ -«-«?* and, as a result, do not generate additional

Z1,
-°ns^uentl7r even those countries that have formulated lon.-tem
ae/elopment plans have to abandon them in favour of implementing shcrt-te™
programmes which, as experience has gradually sho™, are generally repetitive.

dLin^ufH^/
f
°ountr-ies» Plains still consists in
,t^to
1%
°^
™rS
°r
1SSS
T'"e11
defined Projects which fiovemncnts
uant to see financed, paying very little attention to the allocation of their

" HTCT
l^

--hG r°al abil"yy °f the Stat°S to *»"
*°nV1Sa?ed*»"■ *e ^curre
^current
Panning responsibilities are shared out,

much so, air.ong TC.nous ministries and technical conaisi

Planning oodles are thus incapable of ensuring the effective im
of oxxstine pXans and of preventing losseE of resourceG

^ir" S6CtOr nbih

tne

likd

economies are

of programed actions and ,ith regard Tothl

it is'an StrCt7al ^P°rtiOnS' c-diti-- by general'bala^es. In£d
L"tSf'" e f ^ Bi^tioBat
^^ in ^ methods, contents
eLrganxtSofo
^

^iemeEnSti!nfo;,rL":ns.1n
;rL":ns1
o?? ac.xon.
icc"-r
c"r n^ssarr
an effoctive
fv
jepenaxng toon ensure
the countries,
this

xaolies thP ^.

xmplxes the re-organi2ation, restructuring or strengthening of planning
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institutions as well as the setting up of new national bodies to identify? carry out
studies and actions that may lead to a real self-reliant and self-sustaining development
3.

Policies for natural resources utilization

19.
The situation of African countries as far as natural resources are concerned has
remained basically the same since the adoption of the Lagos rian of Action.
More
specificallys lack of data on the potentials resources of the African countries as
well as-the shortage of adequate resources (capital; skilled manpower and technology)
that would make it possible to carry out an inventory of such resources and to' develop
them have always resulted in a considerable dependence of the African countries on

transnational companies for the development of a narrow and restricted range of
African natiiral resources to' supply the raw material markets of the industrialized
countries.

20.
Mention should also be made of the alarming fall in the added value accruing
from the exploitation of certain African natural resources due to ineffective pricing
mechanisms which has slowed down if not halted the development of some countries, ■
The fall in the added value and in the contribution of the natural resources to
development is attributable to? the failure of economic policies formulated before
the Lagos Plan of Action which resulted in the deterioration of the production
equipment of several countries (prospecting exploitation and transport equipment in
such key areas as minings hydraulics^ agriculture and transport infrastructure) caused
mainly by the poor management of resources (lack of maintenance, inadequate supply of
some equipment and spare partss unsatisfactory deployment
of the skilled manpowerf etc);
the depletion of some natural resources which have been intensively and freely
exploited for export without proper control:
This has ledfc .among other things, to
the disappearance
of thick forests in certain countries with unprecedented serious
effects on the climate" the prohibitive cost of the equipment needed by some countries
to implement their development programmes:; the under-utilization of the existing
equipment; the fall in .demand on the world markets of certain agricultural and
mining products resulting in the slowering down or a drying up of investments in
many countries.
Regarding water and energy resources9 most African countries
consider them as scarce resources because they are unexploited or mismanaged.
Go
21.

Mineral resources

In the field of mineral resources,

the on-going mineral policies place emphasis

on:

integration

of the mining sector into the rest of the economy through supply

of raw materials

to the various sectors

of the economy particularly,

the

provision of inputs to the agricultural sector^ the production of
intermediate goods and through a better contribution to a steady balance of
payments;

e/eca/cm.ii/73
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—

rehabilitation of production tools j

—

intensification oi" raining research^

2?..
The on-going fining programmes however; have come characteristics.
I:i the first place, few countries have implemented a meaningful mineral
resources exploitation investment policy with an average of 9 per cent of

tho global investment allocate:1, to the mining sector during the period under

23 •

Secondly, the lack of regional and subregional mining co-operation

structures is a fact and constitutes a serious obstacle to the implementation

of the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action^

Sven in those countries that

have embarked on a joint development of river basins for the production of

hydro-electric pover and have a considerable raining potential, there is no
plan for a joint exploitation of identified mineral deposits.
The expansion,
of steel aid phosphate production has heen proposed for several countries
either within a purely rational framework or for export mainly to the
industrialized countrioc.
Lastly, the results of the intensification of
raining research undertaken hy almost all the African countries remain condi
tional en the availability of project financing,
3.

?A*

'fater and forect resources

The development of vrsvter resources for meeting the basic needs of tho

populations and livestock, the supply of water to agriculture through tho
construction oi irrigation dans and to industry feature prominently in the
development policies,
3ural and urban water supply in most cases constitute
avtap priority.,
In this area, emphasis in laid ons (i) the improvement of
existing hydraulic installations through the rehabilitation of equipments
vihich defective and d?.np.ged duo to lack of maintenance, the supply of existing
Trolls >dth equipment and. the creation of new once; (ii) the implementation

cf a water resources policy based on an inventory of 7«iter potential which
takes into account ;jater, hygiene and energy requirements.
Similarly, drought
T'ith its Multiple consequences has prompted the application of policies aimed
r.t harnessing -?ator, lir.iti.ig ;^nd controlling forest exploitation,, the

implementation of reforestation and environmontal protection.programmes and
the development of the gar^c reservcG0

25»
However, although the exploitation of water resources has led to the
creation, well before the Lagos Plan of Action^ of several subregional and
regional organizations for the development of river basins, and .despite
the significant progress made, these organizations are still far from
attaining
3«

25•

the objective cf economic integration,

Energy resources

Salf-suffieiency in energy through the implenarrtation of a petroleum

product import substitution policy constitutes a priority objective of almost
all the countries.
This self-sufficiency is needed at national, bilateral
and suoregional levels through (i) saving energy by reducing wastage and
improving the output of existing equipment, using agricultural wastes.in agro"
industries ?.nd producing energy in the rural area as well as popularizing

Pago o

improved stores; (ii) producing hydro-electric power; (iil) utilising coal
and urr.niun; (iv) promoting renewable sources of energy and (v) intensifying
oil research*
!*sre alcb, the realization of the investments envisaged
depends essentially on the availability of external financing which in most
cases io illusory*

r«

Human roso'.trcoc-

f.oveloprcont policies

27*
Population data and 'the huaan resources situation have not basically
channel since the adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action,
They are always
characterized by a high population growth rate, a rising unemployment and
uncer-cnployment rate, a shortage of the various categories of skilled man
power, High rates of illiteracy, deficiencies in the educational system,
lack "cf co-ordination between the policies and training and financing
requirements as veil as lack of infrastructure facilities and basic health
care.

...

23i'■ On-going development policies confirm the persistence of this situation;
the recorded annual population'growth rates are generally higher than
?.«6 per cent, the urban population growth rate is in most.cases very high

and unchecked in r.ost cases (in some countries it has reached 8 per cent
as against an annual rural population growth rate of 1.1 per cent). Life

expectancy at birth, remains Iok and despite all the progress made, infant
mortality rates remain high.
Officially, birth control policies are
practically ncn-existentc
In the area of health, emphasis is laid on the
improvement and strengthening of existing basic infrastructures, training

of" all levels'of health personnel and the development of primary health oare.
?.$•

The proposed education and training policies essentially aiia at:

-'
'•' "

re-orientation of the educational system through the strengthening
of the- link■actween training and employment and through a systematic
reduction in traininr

—

—

adult

costs|

education^

intensification rjnd modernization of agriculture through the
; valorization of the farming profession oy involving in it-young
rzon vrith adoquato training and the establishment of small and

medium-scale enterprises (farms, ranches, market gardening) accompanied
Nith the measures that nay facilitate the promotion of agriculture;

—

reversal of current trends by paying greater attention to technical
education anc. scientific training,

30,

;

■

•

?Iith regard to employment, under-employnient, the rate of rural-exodus •

and the parallel urban unemployment growth, low income of the rural area

with all the attendant dangers (climatic hazards and price fluctuation)

and the growing unemployment among the cadres and officials trained at high

costs arc acknowledged facts in the national plans that were examined.

The
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^CieS f°PTd *° WOU aS thOSG Which aim ?t adapting training to the

mployment needs of the economy involve;

^uf

°f rural "nder^^Ploymenf through the implementation

oi high laoo-jr-interisive programmes$

-

-

31.

the development of the informal sector with e view to imDrovin^ the
contribution of this sector to the manpower power absorption; °

the changing of meritality and implementation of a policy th*t .rill

ensure the participation of the populations in development;" *

the development of handicrafts and traditional activities.

However, the development of human resources for the e

anTpraftic^^f^
f^-^^e in the field of manpcn^n^tt
and practical knowledge, innovation and production capabilities so as to
aosoro and adapt imported technology on the one hand, and, on the o-her

develop at the local level technology for the identification, iZlTl
exploitation of natural resources and processing o* raw ^T'-f

s.

G*

Financial resources mobilization policy

expenditure and structural deficiencies n tL ^ "

heavy pabUc

mm&mE

heavy dependence on external aid

'

B/gCA/cM.ll/73
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34•

The policies introduced to ensure increase in public savings aim at

the followings
—

change

in management methods through a vigorous financial

—

application of austerity measures

government expenditures,

Kith the

planning;

aim of streamlining

limiting their growth rate and eliminating

all non-essential expenditures and sources of wastage, parallel
improvement in the performance of tax and customs administration
in particular;

—

rehabilitation of the public enterprises sector and the
subsidies

—

35*

to this

cutting of

sector?

export promotion and selective imports reduction,

As regards private savings,

its promotion is based on measures aimed

at reviewing income and price distribution policies particuarly by nay of
taxation,

so as

to ensure

fairness and

improve social

justice in favour

of a wider and under—priviledged stratum of the population,

36.

These policies are either overly restrictive and do not generate growth

or too general and practically unworkable«

They have not succeeded in

identifying the problems of capital drain.
J-I*

37*

Agriculture and food

The agricultural development policies as contained in the national plans

at our disposal,

accord the rural sector a fundamental role in the achieve

ment of food self—sufficiency which constitutes one o:" their priority
ob jectjLves •

38.

They essentially aim at limiting the natural and

and increasing production.

In the drought

placed on harnessing of water through sinking wells,
and major development of the river basins

neighbouring countries.

39»

small

emphasis' is

irrigation projects

in collaboration with other

The development of more drought resistant food

crops is also envisaged for certain'countrieso
include

structural constraints

stricken- countries,

important actions

Development plane also

for the control of desertification0

Organization of the rural areas is considered as a primary factor

of the agricultural policy*

Aside from the individual farms, other form*

of farming such as production, co-operatives,
envisaged in a number of

inequalities.

However,

to the background.

communal or state farms are

countries with an eye

to correcting

the

existing

the question of agrarian reform has been delegated
.

I.'i. 11/73
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11

In order to stimulate production, development policies provide for a

host: of measures related to prices,
'However,

with regard tc prices,

credit and supply of inputs and services.

it is only an overt desire to fi:: remunerative

prices without any indication as to concrete measures to be.taken in. this

direction.

In this connection,

the effects of the food aid are the fixing

of producer prices were not given all the required attention.
credit,

Concerning

the.actions proposed deal, essentially with the creation of agricultural

development banks or other institutions for agricultural investments promotion.
Finally^

some countries proposed the reduction or the removal of import

duties on agricultural equipment and on fertilizers and pesticides.

41•

In conclusion, tlie agricultural objectives, strategies and policies

contained in national development plans are generally in line with tho
recommendations of the Lagoc Plan of Action.

However, in addition to
relative inadequacy of the agricultural investment in the overall investment,
food self-sufficiency is not pursued at a bilateral or subregional level.
Its realization at national level remains very illusory in so far as there
are1 many contradictions between the declarations

to this sector and the means allocated to it,

the

in principle giving priority

little attention accorded to

local production of agricultural inputs sufficiently illustrates these

contradictions.

The fertilizer requirement cover hardly exceeded ?.O'per ' :"

cent in I98O at best the local processing of raw-materials by the year

2000 will dhly be about 30 per cent, the remaining 70 per cent having been
exported raw to the industrialized countries.
The cover of the selected
seed requirements and agricultural equipment suffer great and serious
deficiencies which are far from being remedied.
I.

4?.»

Industrial policies

It should first of all be pointed out that industrialization plays a

key role in the effective development of natural resources and their transformation

into goods and services.

As a primary factor of structural changes and

diversification of tho economys

and a source of multi—faceted progress,

it

is considered as an absolutely essential basis for the developnent of the1
other- sectors,

and appears as a foundauental option meant to steer Africa

out of under—development and dependence.

The importance of this option had

been noticed by several African countries since ths 50s and strongly re
affirmed by the LPA based on lesson drawn from development policies
implemented during the

43«

last tiro decade in Africa.

Secondly, it should be pointed out that the problems and obstacles

faced hy African industrialization at the time of the adoption of the LPA
still exists Indeed,analysis of national plans testify to the persistance
of many serious problems and najor obstacles to industrialization of the
African continent!
ignorance about natural resources, low capacities and
degree of local transformation and valorization of certain agricultural and
mineral products, under-e;:ploitation and nis-raanagenent of highest costc

of investments often without in-depth feasibility studies, bad organization
of agricultural and industrial circuits,

which are often controlled by

inefficient state monopolies, inappropriate pricing credit and income policies.
The under—development of human resources, transport and communication
infrastructures, dependence on imported technologies" and foreign capital,

limited national markets and the lack of co-ordination and harmonization of
industrialization efforts within a regional and aubregional framework with
reduced export possibilities to developed countries due to increased protectionism

3/3CA/CV.11/73
of t"iece acritrioG- constitute additional insurmountable handicaps •without
changes in the method, fom-ilatioi* and qohto/u- ^_" industrialization policies.

44 » The industrial policioa proposed to overcone then, ain generally at
the ■oroaotion of manufacturing industries through: revival of investinents
and increase in the supply of products co as to meet the the. needs of the
people5 the establishment of labour intensive industries, promotion of small
and medium-scale Indus-trial enterprises, conplete decentralization of
industrial limits by bringing them nearer to tho centres of the production

of new materials and consumers of the finished products0
Several measures
for encouraging export of industrial products were also proposed*
45*

In theory;,

industrial development policies provide for the promotion

of industrial capacities covering all the objectives of the LPA.
However,
tho fpiloting main observations should be noted! first of all, they did
not give sufficient importance to the development of hunan resources and
their optimum mobilisation in the industrial development process*

Hence,
the proposed realization of the labour-intensive projects risks being

frustrated by the existing imbalances between employment and training still
vory muoh illadapted to the requirements of the economy.

In the same uay,

no adequate emphasis has been placed on industrial training at the various
levels, training of African entrepreneurs and the need for a more vigorous
industrial planning,,

46.
Secondly, although the policies have given a fitting place to the
promotion of small and medium-scale industries, cottage industry, and the
informal sector, they have neither adopted a clear cut strategy for research
into and utilisation of suitable technologies, nor defined an appropriate
fr-uueworx for the assimilation and dissemination of the technical progress
made.

They r:iako no reference to mr.ttcrs relating to industrial property,

industrial

47.

licences or patents9

'Thirdly, hardly hex- sufficient priority hoen given to the production of

inputs and agricultural materials .and intermediate goods and equipman-'j,

finally, cccpite the er.ist&nco of many regional z\n& subregional bodios, the
noov. tc feraonizi industrial; trr-io '"nn^ price policies does not feature in
all ""the nrtionr.l plane.
It is not oven provided for either in the special
regional r:n.~ subregional co-operation policies in industry matters*
Projects
for joint research and exploitation of certain natural resources li'ce oil|
iron and phosphate hr.vc not boon stressed.
Consequently, African countries
should quickly adopt appropriate measures to make up for the various cho/t—
conings to onsure tho accurate implementation of the LPA ia euch a vita/
area as industry,

V.

AT T13GIOWAL. L^rZL

40.

It is sad'to note that economic integration hac hardly made any progress.

This is ^^^y indication that African countries do not really sec thfo as
the only viable moans of fighting against the poverty and economic dependences
particularly the fact that governments do not implement the decisions
relating to economic co-operation unanimously adopted, that they do not honour

e/eca/cm.11/73
3.3

>ci^ financial
f

commitments to the IGO«

,r arc not regular in doing so,

co^le^ with the absence in most of t<r, countries, of central machineries for
economic co-ordination and the tendency of governments to ignor the economic
objectives of the IGOs and pursue nationalist economic self-sufficiency
policies. Thus, there are :uany regional co-operation institutions whose
technical capacities have not been sufficiently utilized by states,

49.

States should strengthen as a matter of urgency these institutionc and

utilise thorn rationally for the realisation :>f the objectives of the LPA.

The Srauing up of special regional and subregional programmes covering the
priority areas of the Lagos Plan of Action and the implementation of such
profrramnec are of vital importance for the survival of our continents and
for the protection of the disparity cf its peoples.

